
 

and let the flow take you where it wants to go. The flow of life is your divine connection, 

THE BASIC SET UP
Everything is connected and ultimately balanced. 
This complexity is inconceivable to any human.

God has a tidy mind.

The duration of the universe is billions of years. 
The number of civilisations that rise and fall is more than one million. 
Each one has the same basic dynamic: ego conflict and violence, 
followed by spiritual growth and peace. Otherwise, they are all unique. 

Each one is a work of great creativity.
Traces of past civilisations remain, but only the most recent, the rest have totally vanished.
Each civilisation lasts 8000 years. First, an age of violence for 4000 years, followed by an age of peace.

The change from violence to peace is the greatest time in the cycle. 

It is always preceded by a polarisation of light and darkness.
Consciousness and ignorance are intensified. There are always many meditators 
moving deep inside, and despots and idiots creating trouble and suffering.
The intensity of the transition depends on the number of souls on Earth. 

Our present population of six billion souls is very high. 
The intensity of this change is far greater than the last when there were only ten million souls on Earth.

This basic theme is never boring to God. 
It allows Him to be creative in all other details.  And no other theme can be as satisfying as violence and peace.

Each soul is also programmed for violence and peace. 
As you evolve over many lives you transcend violence and become peaceful and sensitive.

When your soul is ripe, the burden of ego is removed and you dissolve in bliss and love.

This is everyone’s destiny and is only a matter of time. 
The time and place of your enlightenment is already fixed.
You cannot miss or bring it closer with your laziness or efforts.
You are already pre-programmed to make all necessary effort. Understanding this allows you to relax 

the voice of God guiding you in your heart.

The peaks 

of consciousness from 

our past all had

limitations in their 

understanding. Buddha 

is the King of Awareness 

but he is slightly 

repressive and serious.

Jesus is surrendered to 

the will of God but he 

lacks playfulness and 

full awareness. 

 He is fully aware, 

intelligent, playful and

celebrates the goddess, 

but he is basically 

agnostic and thinks 

Buddhas are the highest 

in existence. 

Osho hardly mentioned 

advaita. And many 

theists are serious, 

pious and hypocritical. 

That disease is part of 

the old religions of the

Kali Yuga. The New Dawn 

calls for celebration of 

life in all its pleasure 

and pathos. 

Human evolution is 

constantly reaching 

higher levels.

Osho is 

the start of the New 

Man.

The New 

Man and Woman are 

rooted in Osho’s vision 

of Zorba the Buddha, 

plus the understanding 

of advaita: God is all 

there is, I am not 

separate from That.

The New Man and

Woman are aware, 

loving, playful, intelligent, 

sincere but not serious. 

The seeds 

of the New Man and 

Woman are already with

us and ready to flower.
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